Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.

Title word cross-reference

3 [GBC12, JEC+12, ZXL16]. \( C_p \) [AÖ11]. \( k \) [SD16b, SGG+17]. \( Z_p \) [AÖ11].
-safety [SD16b].

/multi [Taf13]. /multi-threaded [Taf13].
'12 [Hol12].


Building [Sta10, HWW+15]. Business [CA+12]. Bytecode [BDT10, BSOG12, FHSR12, NS12, RDCP12, Rey13, AdCGGH16, CZ14, DLM10, SP10b, SMP10, VB14b].


calculus [AH10]. Call [FG12, PUL10, ZWZ+14, Xue12, SSB+14a]. Call-site [SSB+14a]. calling [HB13, SSB+14a, ZWZ+14]. Calls [SW12, SS16]. came [Car11]. can [TPG15].
capabilities [Ame13]. capability [RDF15]. capo [SMSB11]. capturing [BKC+13].

Card [GMP12, ABFM12, dCMNN12]. Cards [BH12, GMP12]. Caring [DA13].

carry [Ame13]. Cartesian [SD16b]. Case [ZMM+16, dGRB+15, AMWW15, HNTL12, SPH10, Vit14]. Cassandra [FRM+15].


checkpointing [SGV12]. checkpointing-enabled [SGV12]. Checks [FM15]. CHERI [CDG+17]. chip [PS10, Puf13, RS12, SPS17].

circular [Gun14, SZ10]. Circus [ZLCW14]. City [Hol12]. Class [BS13, NCS10, HC10, HMH10, SC16, TSD+12]. Classes [And14, WT11, CZ14, SZ10, TSD+12, VBDPM16].

Classfiles [SD16a]. classification [S14].


Closures [BO11, BO12, BO13]. Cloud [VD17, GGC18, LZYP16, TLMM13].

cloud-based [GGC18]. clustered [PDP+16]. clusters [TRT11]. Cocoa [Sta10].

Code [BH17, BNE16, HC11, RVK15, SRTR17, SV15a, SED14, AGR17, AK13, CCFB15, DRN14, FH16, FMS+11, LG10, NG13, OJ12, PMP+16, PSS11, RFRS14, RBV16, RO12, UTO13, VSG17, WKJ17, WGW11, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, ZHL+12, ZX16, ZWSS15].

coding [LMS+12]. coherent [ZP14]. Cold [BZD17, WGF11]. collected [AGG10].


checkpointing [SGV12]. checkpointing-enabled [SGV12]. Checks [FM15]. CHERI [CDG+17]. chip [PS10, Puf13, RS12, SPS17].

circular [Gun14, SZ10]. Circus [ZLCW14]. City [Hol12]. Class [BS13, NCS10, HC10, HMH10, SC16, TSD+12]. Classes [And14, WT11, CZ14, SZ10, TSD+12, VBDPM16].
[GS12, PL12, SV15b, SV17]. collectives
[RTET15, TRTD11]. Collector
[BH12, GTS+15, BCR13, BVGV14b, Puf13].
Collectoren [Sch13]. collectors
[GTSS11, Sch13]. coloring [SS10]. Colt
[WN10]. CoMA [AGR12]. Combination
[BSA14]. Combinatorial [YHY13].
combinators [MHBO13]. Combining
[BDGS13, MGI17]. commensal [BRWA14].
Commercial [ZMM+16].

Combinatorial [YHY13].

Combining [BDGS13, MGI17]. commensal [BRWA14].
Commercial [ZMM+16]. commodity
[BK14]. Common [PiLCH11].
Communication [JQJ+16, RTE+13, SK12, BJBK12, ETR+15, TTD+11].
communications
[ETTD12, RTET15, TTD12]. Communities
[ZMM+16]. Compact
[HWM10, HWM11, JLL17]. comparative
[KFBK+15]. comparing [MD15].
comparison [ADI13, BJBK12, HH13, KVRHA14, SMS+12]. Comparisons
[GGZ+15]. Compartmental [WGW+11].
compatibility [DJR16, OIA+13].
compatible [ABCR10, Hor12].

Compilation
[DLR16, CGJ+16, CMS+12, DLR14, FSC+13, HWM12, JLP+14, JK13, JMO14, KS13, KHL+13, Lei17, MD15, MGI17, ZBB15]. compiled
[NED+13, ROL2]. Compiler
[JMB12, NKH16, NWB+15, BBF+10, BRWA14, CIAD13, HWM14, HWH12, KMLS15, KS14, KC12, LSWM16, MD17, Rub14, TTS+10, TWSC10, VB14b, ZYZ+12].

compiler-compiler [KS14].

compiler-runtime [TWSC10]. compilers
[HS12, LMK16, RSB+14]. Compiling
[Fee16, Hos12]. complementation [BS13].
Complete [BO13, BR15, JC10, Sch14, Giri17, PSR15, RGM13, RBR17].
completeness [KBPS17]. completing
[BS13]. completion [FH16]. Complexity
[SSH17]. Compliance [GD12]. compliant
[MZC10a]. component [AST+16].
component-based [AST+16]. components
[FOPZ14, KS14]. Composable [SS10].

Composing [EAVG14]. Composition
[SK12, AGH+17, AH10, SZ10, VM15].

Comprehensive
[BVMA11, ZKB+16, MKZ+14].

Compressing [Gun14]. Computation
[BW12, ZHL+12]. computational
[Bra14, SSG+14,VF10].
comparisons [KFBK+15, TLMM13].
Computing
[Hol12, SHU16, TWH12, WN10, LZYP16, Rub14, TTD+11, VF10, TRE+13]. con
[SMSB11]. Concurrency
[BG17, Bro12, SWF12, BVGVEA11a, CHM13, DMS11, HAW13, KHL+17, PPS16, Sub11, TD15, UR15]. Concurrent
conditional [SS16]. Conference
[DDDF17, Hol12, KP15, LMK16, PDPM+16].
Conformance [AGR12]. Confused [BH12].

conquer [SBF+10]. conservative [SBM14].
consistency [DNB+12, FRM+15, ZBB17].
consistent [BCR13]. constrained [KSR14].
constraint [FMBH15, SHU16].
Constraints [SGD15, LSSD14].
construction [CIAD13, RGEV11].

builders [MME14].

Constructs
[PCL14, PTF+15]. consumers [DAA13].
Consumption [MV16]. container [XR13].

containers [XR10]. Context
[HWM13, TL17, HB13, IvdS16, SSB+14a].
Context-sensitive [HWM13]. Contextual
[MSK16]. Continuously [DLT14].
Contracts
[YQTR15, HBT12, KT15, KKW11].
Control [FGR12, FHSR12, TT11, AdCGGH16, FWDL15, LSWM16, RHN+13, STS+13, TABS12, XHH12]. controlling
[BKC+13, YDF15]. Convention [Hol12].

Conversions [CMM17]. Cooperative
[YDF15, HdB17]. Coordinating
[MAH16]. copy [FBI7]. copyrightable
Flow-sensitive [LMK16]. FlumeJava [CRP+10]. fly [UJR14]. folding [CPST14].
Footprint [GS12, WHIN11]. foreign [LWH+10]. forge [Ler10]. fork [MZC10a].
fragmentation [PZM+10]. fragmentation-tolerant [PZM+10]. fragments [OA17]. frames [SIP10].
Framework [CCA+12, FFF17, LM15]. RBL12, Ame13, AC16, DDDF17, ER14, FRGLPF12, JEC+12, KMLS15, PKO+15, RR14, STY+14, ZW10, ZDS13]. frameworks [PPMH15].
Francisco [KP15]. free [DTLM14, FC11, GK15, HHH+14, NFV15].
free-form [GK15]. free-lunch [DTLM14].
frequency [ZWSS15]. Friendly [RBL12].
fringe [MB12, MB12]. Full [SRTR17, DRN14]. Full-Word [SRTR17].
Fully [FSC+13, PG12, ZFK+16].

Game [MT14, Wan11]. Gap [PV17, ZLH15]. Garbage [ASV+16, BH12, GTS+15, QSaS+16, Sch13, SKBL11, AGGZ10, BCR13, BP10, BVGV14b, BOF17, GTSS11, KPHV11, KBL14, NGB16, PZM+10, PDOM+16, Puf13, SP10a, SBM14, Sie10, SJBL10, UIY10, UJR14].
garbage-collection [Sie10]. GC [NGB16, RGM13]. GEMs [BSMB16].
general [CHMY15]. generalized [WT10].
Generating [HJS+10, RDP16, GRF11, KS14, MHBO13].
generics [AS14, Gri17, PBHM13]. Genetic [VYC12]. Genotyping [VYC12].
GeoGebra [ABK+16]. geosciences [MCY+10]. German [Sch13]. get [Ame13].
Getaway [SLES15, SLE+17]. Gets [BH12].
Goldilocks [EQT10]. Good [dGRdB+15].
granularity [CZ14]. Graph [dMRH12, BS13]. Graphical [SLS+12].
Graphics [Cec11, LLL13]. graphs [AdCGGH16, DSEE13, JWC15, PUL16].
Guidelines [GGZ+15, HLSK13].

Handling [KW11, ECS15, HWM14, KW10, WK12].
happened [Han15]. happens [TD15].
happens-before [TD15]. hard [Puf13].
Hardware [SKKR11, SPS17, CBGM12, IN12, SE12].
hardwired [OY+13]. hash [SV15a, SV15b]. hash-array [SV15b].
Heap-manipulating [YS10]. Hera [MS10]. Hera-JVM [MS10]. Heterogeneous [AVS+16, HBB+14, Rub14, AYZ10, ABCR10, DFR13, MS10].

Heterogeneous-race-free [HBB+14]. heuristics [LMK16]. Hidding [RBL12]. hierarchy [BS13]. High [GS1+16, Hol12, IRJ+12, MSM+16, SWU+15, WN10, Zak10, BRWA14, Hos12, RFB14, TTD+11, TQG17, VVJB10, WWH+17, TRE+13].


Holistic [MAHK16]. HOP [D’H12]. Hopjs [SP16]. hosted [CBLFD12]. hot [LMK16].

HotSpot [Sch13, BOF17]. HotWave [AMV12, VBM10h]. HPC [QJ+16].


Inference [BO13, YHY13, AGGZ10, CGJ+16, HyG12, HMDE12, Zha12]. inferring [AS14, BENS12]. InfiniBand [ETTD12, IRJ+12]. infinite [ASdGMG14].

Inflow [ZMM+16]. influence [MHR+12].

Informa [HA13]. Information [ASF17, HBS16, KHL+13, RKN+18, SS12, AF12, ABFM12, BVGVEA11b, CMS+12, RRB17].


integrating [SPP+10]. integration [Ame13, HKV14, Sch10a]. integrity [HDK+11]. intelligence [JAC10].


interactive [AMWW13, JH11, MCY+10]. intercession [VM10]. interdependencies [LBW12]. Interface [LIT14, MVWL12, SLS+12, AYZ10, MT14, LT11, LT14].

Interfaces [WT11, CH14, DLM10, LWH+10, PSNS14, WT10]. interference [YDF15]. Interoperability [SS+16].

Interpretation [BDT10, LRL16, DLM10, DLR14]. Interpretation-Based [DLR16].
interpreter [D’H12, KMMV14].
interpreters [HWW+15, IvdS16, MD15, ZLB14].
Introducing [Dan17, DMS11].
Introduction [CIAD13, HTLC10, HTW14, Lew13, RHT13, VK12, Hav11, VF10].
Involvement [ZMM+16]. IP [TKL+15].
iterations [DD13]. iterators [ZLB14]. 
JaSTa [HD15]. JASTA-2 [HD17].
Java [Bro12, HWM11, HTW14, Sch13, VK12, A011, KvGS+14, PQTG17, SAdb+16, ASIMGM14, AST12, AFPG11, AYZI10, AS14, AAB+10, Alt12, Ame13, AdCGGH16, AT16, And14, Ano12, Ano13, ABMV12, AGR12, AGR17, ABCR10, AD13, ABFM12, AK13, BK12, BH17, BMRI14, BH12, BDT10, BVGVEA10, BVEAGVA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEAFG11, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, BS12, BMDK15, BO11, BO12, BO13, BCR11, BDGS13, BCD13, BD17, BRGG12, Bvds17, BR12, BR15, BB12, BNP11, BW12, BA12, BZD17, BSOG12, BMOG12, BA17, BJK12, CIAD13, CZ14, CMM17, CWW13, CV14, CCFB15, CRJ+10, CSK17, CCH11, CJ17, CDG+17, CSdL16, CCA+12, CRAJ10, DJLP10, DDDF17, DLM10, DLZ+13, DVL13, DR10, DHS15, DJB16, DMS11, ECS15, EEK+13, ES14, EQT10, Esq11, EABVGV14].
SSG+14, STS+13, Sve14, SWF12, TRTD11, TTD+11, TTD12, TRE+13, TLL11]. Java
[TWX+10, TWNH12, TQZ17, TKL+15, UR15, UFM15, VSG17, VGRS16,
VBDPM16, VBM16, VGS14, VBM10a, VBMA10b, VBM11, WGF11, Wam11,
WzdSOS17, WBM+10, WK12, WCB16, WN10, WR1+10, WHV+13, WHN11,
WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, XHH12, XR13, Xue12, YP10, YKM17, YDF15,
ZivdS17, Zak12, ZP14, ZLCW14, ZHL+12, ZXL16, ZKB+16, ZWSS15, ZPL+10, ZDS14,
dCMMN12, dMRH12, eBH11, eHD12].
Java-Based
[AFGG11, SLS+12, SWF12, CJ17, HOKO14, JJO14, KS13, KS14, MB12, MCV+10].
Java-compatible [ABCR10]. Java-like
[BDGS13, BCD13, DJLP10, SZ10].
Java-to-HDL [OY13].
Java-to-JavaScript [LSWM16].
Java.util.Collections.sort [dGRdB+15].
Java/JSP [Sch10]. JavaBean [MZX0a].
JavaCC [GN16]. JavaCOP [MME+10].
JavAdaptor [PKC+13]. JavaFX [Top11].
JavaGI [WT10, WT11]. JavaScript
[Ano15, Ric14, ACS+14, AHK+15, AMWW15, BCF+14, BBP13, Cec11,
CGJ+16, CBLFD12, Cho14, CHJ12, Dei10, Dei11, DsG12, DFH15, FMM+11, FM13,
FH16, FBH17, FSC+13, FZ17, FOPZ14, GMS12, Guo17, HyG12, Hav11, HBS16,
HLSK13, HHSS13, HC11, KR12, KSW+14, KRH16, KT14, Ker15, KFBK+15, Kie10,
KBL14, KAR012, Kri12, LSWM16, Ler10, LVG10, LPGK14, Liu14, LML17, MTL15,
MPS12, MGI17, MHL15, MRMV12, MII13, MM12, NKH16, PLR14, PSR15, PDD17,
PKO+15, Rau14, RLVB10, RGE17, RHN+13, RW17, Ryu16, Sev12a, Sev12b,
SDD+12, Sta10, Ste10, SFR+14, TT11, VM15, VB14b, Wal12, WXR16, YW13,
Zak10, KCD12, Mei14]. JavaScriptCore [Piz17]. JAWS [PKO+15]. JBIinsTrace
[CS14]. JCloudScale [ZLHD15]. JCMC
[dCMMN12]. JCSI [ABFM12]. JCSP
[WBM+10]. JDiffraction [PQTS17].
JDMM [ZP14]. JEqualityGen [GRF11].
JET [LT11]. JGRIM [MZ10b]. Jinn
[LWH+10]. JIT [BBF10, BB17, CMS+12, HWM14, IHWN12, JK13, NED+13, RSB+14,
WKJ17, ZY8+12]. JIT-based [BB17]. JITs
[KRC14]. JMarkov [CRAT+12]. JML
[CRJ+10]. JNI [CDG+17]. Journey
[CMM17]. JQuery [AM14, PIR17]. JR
[OW16]. JR-like [OW16]. JRE [CZ14]. JS
[AHK+15]. Js_of_ocaml [VB14b]. JSART
[MM12]. JSetL [RB15]. JSON [BB17].
JSormdb [Dei10]. JTabWb [FF17].
JITRRES [HTW14]. JITRES2011 [RHT13].
JITRES2013 [Fox17]. judgment [CS15].
Juliet [BB12]. July [Bro12, KP15]. jungle
[Sew12]. Just
[DLR16, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].
Just-in-Time
[DLR16, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].
JVM
[AC16, AFG+11, CSS+16, Guy14, MS10, PVH14, R+13, RBB17, SV15b, Sub11].
JVMs
[BK14, ZY8+12].
K-Java [BR15]. kernel [HDK+11]. Key
[BBB+17, DFR13, JB12]. key-value
[DFR13]. keynote [McK16]. KiWi
[BBB+17]. KJS [PSR15]. knot [LBF12].
know [DJB16, Gra15, Han15]. Knowledge
[KSPK12, UMP10]. known [Han15].
Kraken [Ano14].
Lake [Hol12]. lambdas [UMF15].
landscape [Sve14]. Language
[DLPT14, GJS+13, GJS+14, JC10, KSPK12, MAHK16, Sev12b, SS13, ABCR10, CMM17,
CSdL16, DA13, EKR+12, Fee16, GSS+16, Hos12, HWW+15, KRC14, LWH+10, LE16,
MDM17, SC16, SZ10, SNS+14, VB14a, WCG14, WWH+17, ZWSS15, dCMMN12].
language-level [WCG14]. Languages
[CSGT17, MSM+16, PTHH14, YKM17, AGGZ10, BCD13, CMS+12, EEK+13, ER14, FMBH15, Han15, HBT12, HJS+10, KRR+14, MSM+10, NED+13, PUL016, SPY+16, Zha12]. LARD [WCG14]. Large [BA17, AST+16, CCFB15, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. Large-Scale [BA17, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. Larus [DD13]. Latency [MV16, ETR+15, JH11]. Laws [DMS11]. Layer [SKKR11]. Layered [CR14]. Lazy [TD15]. Leading [MSS10], leak [SS14, XR13], Leaks [And14, RW17], LeanSpot [RW17], learn [BRGG12, SV15b], Learn [RT14], Learning [Pan14, RT14, CNS13, KC12, Ano15], learnt [GY16], Legally [Sam12]. length [SMP10], Less [BNE16]. Level [AC16, SWU+15, Hos12, IHW12, KBL14, IWC17, MG17, RFBJ14, TTD+11, VWJB10, WCG14], Lexical [GN16], Libraries [BK12, RDCP12, BIlvdS17, Cho14, EKR+12, PMTL14, TTD+11], Library [OCFLI14, WNI0, CMM17, PMP+16, PQTG17, TGZ17], License [GD12], Life [Esq11], LIFT [BTR+13], Lightweight [BW12, KBL14, KKK+17, RO12], like [BDGS13, BCD13, DJLP10, PMTL14, SZ10, VG14, OW16], Lime [ABCR10], line [SV17], lineability [LTZ14], lines [BTR+13, KATS12], linguistic [UR15], Linux [Ric14], Linux-basierte [Ric14], Listener [JH11], little [Han15], liveness [LDL14], load [PDP+16], loading [WG11], local [DDDF17], localised [SP10b], locality [JH10, OJ12], localize [ZZK13], location [NCS10], Locators [SDM12], Lock [FC11, NM10, NFV15, UMP10], Lock-free [FC11, NFV15], Locking [GGRSY17, JTO12, GGRSY14, GGRSY15], locks [SPS17], logging [CJ17], logic [GMS12, SD16b], loop [DD13, HW1+12], Loops [RD15, LLL13], Loss [WHIN11], Lossing [WCG14], Lossy [MG12, XHH12], Low [ETR+15, GM12, SWU15, WCG14, ZHCB15, ZFK+16, BCR13, XMA+10], Low-Budget [GM12], Low-latency [ETR+15], Low-level [WCG14], Low-overhead [ZHCB15, ZFK+16], low-utility [XMA+10], lunch [DTLM14], m [MZC10b], m-JGRIM [MZC10b], M2M [Pan14], Machine [LYBB14, Ame13, CBLFD12, KS13, KC12, Piz17, SMGD10, WGF11, WHV+13, BZD17, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, PTHH14, SSB+14a, Sch13, Set13, SMSB11, SGV12, SSB01, SSB14b, UR15], Machines [AGR12, GTS+15, JK13, KRCH14, NK10], macros [DFH15], Magic [SP10b], Magic-sets [SP10b], Magnitude [BNE16], major [Ano12], Making [Loc13, Sta10, PS11], malformed [SHU16], Malicious [KCD12], malleable [MJC10a], malware [CSK17], Managed [MAHK16, BM14, CBGM12, GTL+10, ZlvdS17], Managed-Language [MAHK16], Management [Pan14, AHK+15, BVGV14a, HB13, KCP+17, KB17, Nilt2b, PCL14, SWB+15, Tar11, WGF+11], manipulating [YS10], Manipulation [MS14], manual [KCP+17], many [GTSS11], Map [BBB+17], mapped [SV15b], Mapping [LTD+12, UR15], MapReduce [LZYP16, RFRS14, SKBL11], maps [NFV15], mashup [ETR12], masses [IvdS16], mastering [Sub11], Mathematical [BW12], MATLAB [Alt12, FBH17, PMTL14, VF10, Has12], MATLAB-like [PMTL14], matrix [HD17, TGZ17], matters [DJB16], Maxine [WHV+13], ME [GM12, XHH12], ME-Based [GM12], mean [Rub14], measurement [YW13], Measuring [DW10, DTL14, Gra15, JH11], mechanical [ZZK13], mechanised [BCF+14], Media [Bro12], meets [KHL+13], Memento [CPST15].
memoization [TPG15]. Memory

Probabilistic [RBV16, GY16, ZWZ+14].
Problem [YHY13, ZW13, J+12, KC12].
problem-solution [J+12]. problems [TPG15].
Proceedings [Hol12, KP15].
Process [SK12, AGR17]. Processes [BMDK15].
Processing [LLL13, WN10, SBK13, SSG+14, UJR14].
Processor [TKL+15, PuFl3, SPPH10, SMN+12].
Processors [ASV+16, MKG+17].
producers [DAA13]. product [BTR+13, KATS12, KvRHA14, SV17].
product-based [KvRHA14]. production [RGM13]. professionals [JACS10]. profile
[VSG17, WKJ17]. profiler [DTLM14].
profilers [MDHS10]. profiling [DD13, JH11, KRH16, NK10, RCB17, SSB+14a, STY+14, THC+14, XR13, ZBB15].
Program [KKW14, RKV15, RT14, ZKB+16, AÖ11, DS16, GMS12, HC14, JLI17, JWMC15, KM10, KMKZN16, MKZ+14, NS13, Sch10a, SPY+16, TABS12, WGF11, ZMG+14].
Programmable [OA17, AYZI10].
Programmers [Esq11, Rau14].
Programming [AFGG11, ABMV12, BCR11, Bro12, BA17, DLPT14, HWM11, HGCA11, Kö10, KSPK12, LM15, MKI16, PTML11, RSI12, RB15, SS13, Sub11, Alt12, AMMW15, BCvC+13, BMIR14, BSM16, BRWA14, CL17, ECG12, EV13, FMBH15, Han15, HA13, Hav11, Lew13, MSM+10, OW16, PTF+15, RVP11, RFBJ14, SNS+14, SGG+17, TB14, UFUM15, VWJB10, YBAM10b, Wam11, WR1+15, WBA+11, ZWSS15].
Programs [AGR12, BH17, BR12, BMOG12, GS11, JB12, LDT+12, SS12, SDM12, ZLCW14, ASdMG14, AcCGGH16, BA12, BNS12, DJLP10, ECS15, ES14, EP14, Fer13, HL13, IN12, LO15, LPA13, MRVM12, NG12, OJ12, PL12, RR14, RAS16, RLVB10, SMS+12, SZ11, SJP10, SHU16, TaFl3, YS10, dCMMN12, hEYJD12]. progress [Sie17, ZHCB15]. Project [Wan11].
Projects [ZMM+16, CJ17]. Projekte [Ric14].
Prolog [CMM17, Tar11].
proposing [KHL+17]. Proof [LL15].
Proofs [BMOG12]. propagation [IvdS16, PQTG17]. Properties [BO11, RVK15, SS12, FWDL15, SD16b, YS10].
Protecting [MPS12]. Protein [YHY13].
pseudorandom [PPMH15, SLF14]. pure [SS16]. Purely [RSI12, NFV15].
Quality [BNP11, CCFB15, WKJ17].
Quantitative [CPV15, GYB+11, MRA+17].
queries [GK15, MRA+17, SGG+17]. query [FWDL15]. query- [FWDL15]. questions [KM10].
Quick sort [AD16].
R [KMVM14, NL14, SLS+12, Vit14]. Race [EP14, RD15, EQt10, HBB+14].
race-aware [EQT10]. races [FF10, WCG14, XZ13]. Racket [YK14].
Reachability [NS13]. reactive [BCvC+13].
read [NM10]. read-only [NM10]. Reading [Jaf13].
ready [RHSD15]. Real [BVEAGVA10, BBB+17, Fox17, HTW14, KW11, Nil12a, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, BCR13, BVGVE10, BVGVE11a, BVGVE11b, BVGVE13, BVGVE14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABG14, GMC+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPHV11,
KvGS+14, KW10, KSR14, MDS+17, PS10, PZM+10, PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, Sie10, SPS17. **Real-Time**
[BVEAGVA10, BBB+17, Fox17, HTW14, KW11, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, Nil12a, BCR13, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABGV14, GMC+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPHV11, KvGS+14, KW10, KSR14, PS10, PZM+10, PSW11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, Sie10, SPS17].

**realtime** [OYU+13]. **Reasoning**
[LN15, ABK+16]. **Recraft** [BlvdS17], **recipes** [J+12], **recompilation** [NED+13].

**Reconfigurable**
[OYU+13, STY+14, OIA+13].
**reconstruction** [LSWM16]. **Recovering**
[CRAJ10]. **Reducing** [MV16, WHIN11].
**Reduction** [BO12, TD15]. **redundant** [HLO15]. **Refactoring**
[AS14, ZHL+12, FMN+11, FM13].
**Reference** [Sch14, UJR14, HMDE12].
**refinement** [GY16, JLP+14, KSW+14, ZMG+14, ZFK+16]. **Reflexes** [SPP+10].
**regions** [AC10]. **register** [ZY+12].
**register-based** [ZY+12]. **Regression**
[MM12]. **regular** [PIR17]. **reification**
[RBB17]. **Reified** [GBS14]. **Reim**
[HMDE12]. **ReImInfer** [HMDE12].
**relation** [TD15]. **relational** [MLGA11].
**relationship** [SH12]. **relaxed**
[DNB+12, KHL+17, PPS16].
**relaxed-memory** [KHL+17]. **Release**
[Ano14]. **reliability** [HWLM11]. **relying**
[IN12]. **Remodularizing** [OJ12]. **Remote**
[BVGVEA10, BVGV14a, BJBK12, GSD+15, BVGVFAFG11]. **removal**
[MRMV12, WGF11]. **removing** [PLR14].
**rename** [FM13]. **repair** [MDS+17, SHU16].
**repeatability** [Vit14]. **replacement**
[BCD13]. **Replay** [BH12]. **replication**
[CJ17, UIY10]. **replication-based** [UIY10].
**report** [CBLFD12, Sch10a]. **Reports**
[OW16]. **repository** [HC10].

**reproducibility** [Vit14]. **reproduction**
[SR14b]. **requirements** [AGGZ10].
**ResAna** [KvGS+14]. **Research**
[TRE+13, CRJ+10, CBLFD12, Rub14, VBMDP16, Vit14]. **Resource** [BVGV14a, ADI13, ES14, KvGS+14, KSR14, SGG12].
**resource-aware** [SVG12]. **resource-based**
[ADI13]. **responsive** [SPP+10].
**responsiveness** [PSNS14]. **restart** [CNS13].
**Retention** [ZMM+16]. **Rethinking**
[Xue12, RCR+14]. **retrofitted** [TTS+10].
**retrofitting** [LPK14]. **reusable**
[HC10, MME14]. **reuse** [WR10]. **Reverse**
[CCA+12]. **Review** [Ano15, Bro12].
**Revisited** [Mei14, Gon11]. **rewriting**
[HLO15]. **RFID** [AYZ10]. **RFLP**
[YCY12]. **richer** [CV14]. **rigor** [Vit14].
**Rigorous** [AGR17]. **risk** [MPM+15]. **River**
[HHSS13]. **RJ** [OW16]. **Road**
[RXK+17, SWU+15]. **Robin** [Ano15].
**Robotic** [LM15]. **Robots** [SWF12].
**Robust**
[VM15, VDV17, MKZ+14, SGG12, VM10].
**row** [Lei17]. **row-typed** [Lei17]. **RTSJ**
[ZW10]. **Rubah** [PVH14]. **rule** [QLBS17].
**Rules** [CCA+12, HLO15]. **run** [WAB+11].
**run-time** [WAB+11]. **Running**
[HC11, TWX+10, YK14]. **runs** [FIF+15].
**Runtime**
[BLH12, MAHK16, MSS10, NBW+15, OCFL14, XMA+14, BRGG12, EQT10, GTL+10, GSS+16, LMK16, MS10, OOK+10, PKC+13, RO12, STY+14, TWS10, VBAM10a, YRHBL13, dCMMN12].
**runtimes**
[BM14, CSV15, RCR+14, WWH+17].

**Safe** [Eug13, GvRN+11, JTO12, MPS12, RSF+15, SWB+15, WAB+11, HJS+10, HAW13, KHR11, KMLS15, KCP+17, Loc13, RDP16, WWS13]. **Safety**
[RS12, WCB16, ZLCW14, AGR17, GMC+13, Nil12b, PG12, SD16b, TaF13, YS10, CWW13, HL13, LWC17, WK12]. **Safety-Critical**

Scalability
[CCH11, AAB+10, DSEE13, GTSS11].

Scalable
[BBB+17, BS12, DFR13, GGRSY17, HC11, JQJ+16, RXK+17, RTE+13, XMA+14, ETTD12, FC11, GGRSY15, NFV15, PIR17, RTET15, TTD12]. ScalaLab
[PTML11, PMTL14]. scalar [PQTGS17].

Scale
[BA17, PE11, DHS15, LO15, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. CEL
[DLPT14]. scenarios [AMWW15, Sch13].

Scheduler
[QSaS+16, IF16, TWL12]. scheduler-independent [IF16].

Scheduling
[ASV+16, BVEAGVA10, KPHV11, EP14, EABGV14, ZW10].

scheme [XHH12]. SCHISM [PZM+10].

Science
[HWM11, VF10, SGV12].

sciences
[NL14]. Scientific
[Esq11, PTML11, WN10, FRGPLF+12, PMTL14].

scientists [Bra14].

SCORM
[HC10]. Scrap
[ZCdSvdS15].

Script
[MSK+16]. Scripting
[CSGT17, KKK+17, HBT12, KRR+14, PMTL14, Zha12].

SE
[LYBB14]. Seamless
[OwKPM15]. Search
[SED14, DDF17].

searching [ETR12]. Second
[HD17].

secrets [Alt12]. section [DTLM14].

sections
[NM10]. Secure
[GMPS12, GM12, ABFM12, LMS+12, TLMLM13].

securely [SFR+14]. Security
[CDG+17, Gon11, HBS16, JWMC15, MCC17].

Seemingly
[Has12]. selection [WHIN11]. Self
[MPS12, hED12, AHK+11, AGH+17, CBLFD12, HWW+15, MD15].

self-collecting [AHK+11].

self-composition
[AGH+17]. self-hosted
[CBLFD12]. self-optimizing
[HWW+15, MD15]. Self-stabilizing
[hED12]. Semantic
[GGRSY17, RvB14, BNS12, GGRSY14, GGRSY15, OA17].

Semantics
[BO12, BR15, Kri12, LML17, SPY+16, AK13, FBH17, FZ17, KHL+17, Mil13, MT14, PPS15, PPS16, ZHCB15].

Semantics-based
[SPY+16].

semantics-preserving
[AK13]. Semi
[FM13, MRMV12]. semi-automated
[MRMV12]. Semi-automatic
[FM13].

Sensitive
[SGD15, HWM13, LMK16].

sensitivity
[HB13]. Sensor
[AFFG11].

separability
[WRI+10]. Separating
[DDM11, AC10]. separation
[TWSC10].

sequence
[ZWZ+14]. Sequent
[FF17].

sequential
[BENS12, DMS11].

serialization
[MHB13]. Seriously
[Kie10].

Server
[HC11, KRH16, D’H12, Dei11, HWLM11, R’13].

Server-Side
[HC11, KRH16, D’H12]. Service
[BVEAGVA10, SDM12, EABGV14, HWLM11, KF11].

service-oriented
[EABGV14]. services
[MZC10b]. Session
[FGR12]. Set
[SBK13]. Set-based
[SBK13].

sets
[SP10b]. setters
[Mil13]. setting
[BDGS13]. Settings
[GM12]. ShadowVM
[MKG+14]. shape
[GMT14]. Shared
[BG17, BSMB16].

Shared-Memory
[BG17, BSMB16]. sharing
[PKO+15].

Short
[AHK+11, SV15a, Zak12].

Short-term
[AHK+11]. ShortCut
[CSGT17]. Side
[HC11, D’H12, KRH16].

SIGCSE
[Wal12]. Signatures
[DR10]. significance
[FMS+11]. simpA
[RVP11].

Simple
[BO11, BO12, KCP+17, BVG14b, MSM+10].

Simplicity
[Dei11]. Simulating
[LM15]. Simulation
[HWLM11, KKW11, ZXL16].

Simulation-based
[HWLM11].

simulations
[MCY+10]. Simulator
[MKG+17, RXX+17]. single
[JK13].

Sinking
[CDG+17]. site
[CPST15, SSB+14a]. sites
[OOK+10]. size
[AST12, UTO13]. sizing
[CSV15]. skills
[JACS10]. Slicing
[XMA+14]. Slimming


Structures [GT10, XMA+10]. Studio [RT14, FH16]. Studio-Based [RT14].

Study [ZMM+16, BRGG12, CCFB15, CJ17, ECS15, KFBK+15, MHR+12, NCS10, OMK+10, PTF+15, SH12, VBPD16, WXR16, YW13]. style [UFM15]. substitute [PPPM15].


Superblock [KS13]. Supercharged [Cec11, GBS13]. Superposition [HD17]. supertype [RRB17]. supervenience [Rez12]. Support [CSGT17, KKK+17, RKN+18, BVGVEA13, ...]
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[KKW14, KP15, RAS16, SS12, SSB14b, CHMY15, DLM10, HCV17, PSW11, SZ11, SJP10, SSH17, SSB01, dCMNN12].

verification-validation [HCV17]. Verified [HM12, JLP+14]. Verifier [BDT10, Rey13].

verifiers [SPY+16]. Verifying [LM15, YS10, SD16b].

version [FC11, HD17, ZYL16]. vertical [STY+14]. via [DMS11, GGRSY15, GGRSY17, Hos12, HB13, JWM15, LSW16, SS16, TD17].

view [Guy14]. violations [LTZ14, PG12, RDF15].


visitors [SPY+16]. Verifying [LM15, YS10, SD16b].

violate [HCV17]. Verifier [BDT10, Rey13].

virtual [HCV17]. Virtual [BZD17, LLB13a, LLB13b, LLY14, PTH14, PQQ12, SSB+14a, Sh13, Sh16, SMS11, SAV13, SSB11, SSB01, SSB14b, UR15, Am13, CBLF12, KRC14, NK10, Piz17, RCB17, SSMGD10, WGF11, WHV+13].

visualization [SE11, KS14]. visualizing [SE11, KS14].

vital [EV13].

VM [LBF12, YKM17]. VM/application [LBF12]. VMKit [GTL+10].

Vroom [BMDK15].

Vulnerabilities [MS14, GGC18].

Wampler [Bro12]. wanted [Gra15].


writing [HJH10]. Writing [Jaf13].

Z [SBF+10]. Z-rays [SBF+10]. Z-rays [SBF+10].
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